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Dear Dr. Fleischer,

I have to apologize for the delayed response. Due to a major surgery four weeks ago, I
am still in the wheelchair on sick-leave. Nevertheless, I'd like to respond to the reviewer
comments in order not to delay the process more than necessary.

Please see our comments to the suggestions of the reviewers in brackets [ ].

reviewer 1:

The paper “An evaluation of long-term physical and hydro chemical measurements at the
Sylt Roads Marine Observatory (1973-2019), Wadden Sea, North Sea” by Rick et al covers
the time series data for STT, salinity and nutrients. This manuscript/datasheet presents
great information and long-term trends in of hydrochemical parameters which are of
interest to larger biogeochemistry community. I believe this manuscript contributes to our
understanding and observation of changes occurring in the physical parameter and
influences in the nutrient dynamics. The manuscript is acceptable in the current version,
however address few points below can make the manuscript better.

Figure 2a doesn’t add any significant information and removing this figure can make
the paper compact. [Figure 2a will be removed and the information will be given
as text only.]
The overall analysis/discussion of the physical and hydrochemical measurement can
help to better quantify the relation among them. Such as PCA or any other statistical
analysis would make the manuscript robust. [We will add a PCA analysis based on
seasonal averages of the parameters.]

 

reviewer 2:

Dear authors,

The paper you have submitted is a valuable addition to the future research on global
change and possible effect detection. The datasets are spanning a long time period and in



combination with other datasets from the German bight it becomes tremendously valuable
to other researchers.

Nevertheless, there are some aspects which came to my attention trying to review the
datasets. 

The figure 2/a) seams trivial and with only little additional value to the existing text [As
stated already the figure 2a will be removed.]

The figure 2/b) are the inserts really necessary? The overall information about more
standardized sampling efforts in the later years seams obvious from the scatter plots
already. I would argue, that it would be possible to combine all 4 seasons, by different
shapes and colors and downscaling the size of the figure. It remains that it is valuable
information to see the sampling effort over time. [ We would prefer to keep the figure
as is, but if you as an editor would like to go with the suggestion of reviewer 2
(compress the four subfigures to only one) we will change the figure
accordingly.]

In the text of this page it seems that there is some confusion in the text. Lines 157 "more
than 63000 data were collected..." in a data journal I expect more precise information on
what was collected. Suggestion: "data points". In the same line, it is mentioned, that in
5700 RV Mya Cruises? 5700 cruises would mean 15 years of 1 cruise per day. I'm
guessing, that there is confusion between "Events" and cruises. One cruise contains
several sampling events, so maybe there is a misinterpretation. Especially, in comparison
with the 300 land base samplings, this number sounds more reasonable. [ We will put in
the exact number of data points as well as the exact numbers of ship- and land-
based samplings.]

The detailed figures you present are difficult to compare, because the combination of lines
and datapoints in the same figure for such a long time period make the figures difficult to
read and, in some areas, just a black bubble. This is also increased by sticking to the x-
axis scaling always to 1973, instead of spreading the shorter timeseries in the figures for
better readability. A comment in the caption could be information enough to the reader.
[Well, the single data points were shown in the first place to underline the fact
that the peaks are based on several but just one measurement - but I see the
point that to many dots sometimes may blur the information. Accordingly, the
data will be displayed as line charts only. On the other hand, we strongly
discourage the suggestion to adjust the time axis case related in every plot.
Since a lot of parameters have different "starting times “(1973, 1979, 1984) this
would enhance the possibility of misinterpretation by the reader. Additionally, a
case related shortening/adjusting of the time axis (e.g. 1973 - 2019 to 1979 -
2019) would not enhance readability in a significant manner.]

Example SST 3/b: May be plotting the summer values and the winter values (or annual
max and min values) to shorten the range could be a better description of what to expect
when using this dataset. I would like to see more combined figures of the different
stations, instead of the Sylt Roads alone. But a good visualization is key to this.  [Please
see our statement above.]

The section related datasets is far to large, the size of the paper should be more compact.

In any case the usability of the data needs some more investment. The years of 2014 to
2019 are directly available and require several downloads. But for the earlier years it is
necessary to follow the DOI: https://doi.org/10.1594/PANGAEA.150032 which then
provides about 40 to 50 new DOIs which to download. Hopefully, there are no more of
these collection DOIs included in these new DOIs. The cascading style of the PIDs is not



very friendly to users. I know that this may be out of the control of the authors, but this is
also a comment to the editors, to avoid such cascading PIDs for the future of reviewing
the data. [Totally agreed! But as the reviewer already states it was unfortunately
out of our control. I even prepared one data set covering all measurements of
the time series and tried to submit it to PANGAEA but I was told that they won't
accept it if the data  are published in PANGAEA somewhere else ....]

 

I hope we were able to explain our point of view in an understandable way. Please let me
know how we should proceed.

 

I wish you a happy and relaxing holiday season!

 

Best regards,

Johannes Rick
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